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IN THE COURT OF THE SESSIONS JUDGE AT JORHAT 
 

Present  :  Sri Vinod Kumar Chandak, M.A., M.Com., LL.B., AJS 
                  Sessions Judge, Jorhat 
 

JUDGMENT IN SESSIONS CASE NO. 50 (J-J) OF 2017 
(G.R. Case No. 119 of 2017) 

Titabar P.S. Case No. 61 of 2017 
 
Committing Magistrate:- 
 
Sri Nayan Jyoti Sarma, 
The then Sub-Divisional Judicial Magistrate [M], 
Titabar Sub-Division,  
District–Jorhat 
 

State of Assam 

- Versus -  

Sri Dipen Nagbongshi, 
Son of Late Hatiram Nagbongshi, 
Resident of Gohainjan Gaon, 
P.S. Titabar, 
District – Jorhat.                                                 ….   Accused 
 
 
APPEARANCES: 

For the State        :  Sri Jubon Mohan Das, Learned P.P., Jorhat 

For the Accused   :  Sri Anirban Saikia, Learned State Defence Advocate, 
                                  Jorhat                                       
 

CHARGE FRAMED UNDER SECTIONS 302/201 OF INDIAN PENAL CODE  

Date of Charge                           : 15-05-2017   

Date of prosecution evidence  :  30-05-2017; 26-07-2017; 14-09-2017;  

                                                       20-11-2017; 19-12-2017 & 28-02-2018  

Statement of Accused 
Recorded on                               : 12-03-2018 
Date of Argument                      : 06-04-2018 & 02-05-2018 
Date of Judgment                      : 03-05-2018 

J  U  D  G  M  E  N  T 
 
1).            The prosecution case, in brief, is that on 17/03/2017 one Sri Jiten 

Nagbongshi lodged an ejahar before the Officer-in-charge, Titabar P.S., alleging, 
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inter-alia, that on 16/03/2017 at about 12.00 P.M., at Gohainjan Gaon under 

Titabar P.S., the accused committed murder of his father Hatiram Nagbongshi 

while the later was doing earth work in the house compound of accused. It was 

also alleged that accused kept the dead body concealed in the ground after 

killing his father.   

       In pursuance of the ejahar lodged by the informant Sri Jiten 

Nagbongshi before the then In-charge, Madhapur O.P., the same was sent to 

Titabar P.S. for registration of a case under proper section of law after making 

G.D. Entry No. 232/2017. The then Officer-in-charge, Titabar P.S. registered 

Titabar P.S. Case No. 61/2017 u/S. 302 of I.P. Code. The investigating officer, 

S.I. Sri Birendra Bordoloi, investigated the case and ultimately submitted charge-

sheet against the accused Sri Dipen Nagbongshi for committing offence u/S. 302 

of I.P. Code vide C.S. No. 37/2017 dated 31/03/2017. 

   

2).         The accused on being produced before the learned court below in G.R. 

Case No. 119/2017, the then learned Sub-Divisional Judicial Magistrate [M], 

Titabar Sub-Division, District-Jorhat, Sri Nayan Jyoti Sarma, after furnishing the 

copy, committed the case to this court, as the case, is a sessions triable one.  

 

3).       On production of accused before this Court after committal, charges 

were framed u/Ss. 302/201 of I.P. Code against the accused Sri Dipen 

Nagbongshi by the undersigned after hearing both side. The charges, on being, 

read over and explained to the accused, the accused pleaded not guilty and 

claimed to be tried. 

               It may be mentioned herein that as accused stated that he is too poor 

to engage any counsel so initially Smt. Ruby Ara Begum, then Sri Ajit Das and 

ultimately Sri Anirban Saikia, State Defence Counsel of Jorhat were appointed to 

defend the accused, in this case.  

 

4).         The prosecution side in order to bring home the charge against the 

accused examined as many as 09 (nine) witnesses including the investigating 

officer and Medical Officer. No defence evidence has been adduced on behalf of 

the accused.  
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                   The accused during his statement recorded under Section 313 of 

Cr.P.C. stated that he assaulted his father as he always created nuisance after 

consuming liquor. Further version of the accused is that he assaulted his father 

with a lathi as the later tried to sell the land over which he [accused] was 

constructing his house. Lastly, the accused submitted that his father had already 

sold their land. 

 

5).       The point for determination in this case is –  

(1) Whether the accused, on 16/03/2017, at Gohainjan Gaon under 

Titabar P.S. committed murder, by causing the death of his 

father Hatiram Nagbongshi, and thereby liable for an offence 

punishable u/S. 302 of IPC? 

(2) Whether on the same day, time and place accused named-

above caused certain evidence in connection with the said 

offence to disappear, and thereby liable for an offence 

punishable u/S. 201 of IPC? 

 

6).         I have heard the argument placed by the learned counsel for both side 

and considered the entire evidence on record. 

               Sri Anirban Saikia, learned State Defence Counsel for the accused, has 

submitted that there is no eyewitness to the occurrence. Furthermore, the 

evidence adduced by the witnesses are not reliable at all and hence accused is 

entitled to get at-least the benefit of doubt. 

                Learned Public Prosecutor, Jorhat, on the other hand, submits that 

evidence adduced by the prosecution clearly proves beyond reasonable doubt 

that it was the accused who caused death to his father Hatiram Nagbongshi. 

Furthermore, the accused during his statement under Section 313 Cr.P.C. has 

also confessed his guilt. Under the above premises, it is submitted, on behalf of 

the prosecution, that the accused is liable to be convicted for the commission of 

offence under sections 302/201 of IPC. 

DECISIONS AND REASONS THEREOF: 

7).       Now to arrive at a judicious decision, let me scrutinize the evidence of 

the prosecution witnesses. 
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                First of all, let me discuss the evidence of PW-1, Sri Dubaru 

Nagbongshi. This witness during his testimony divulged that on the date of 

incident he was present at his work place. He returned back home at about 1.00 

P.M. He witnessed the accused doing household work. The accused was filling 

earth in his house at that time. Seeing the accused doing work, he came near the 

accused but the later prevented him not to enter the house compound as he was 

working at that time. This witness further stated that after sometime Village 

Gaonburha and other persons arrived at the house of accused. The accused then 

confessed before the villagers in his presence that he [accused] had committed 

murder of his father Hatiram Nagbongshi with the help of hoe/spade which was 

in his hand at that time and thereafter kept concealed the dead body in his 

house compound. Further version of this witness is that when he asked the 

accused where he had kept concealed the dead body of his father, in turn, the 

accused showed him the place. Police was accordingly informed and the 

photograph of the dead body was taken by a photographer. It is also stated by 

this witness that police seized the hoe on being produced by the accused in his 

presence vide seizure-list [Exhibit-1] wherein he put his signature as Exhibit-1 

[1]. This witness also stated that police held inquest over the dead body with the 

aid of Executive Magistrate and thereafter the dead body was sent for post-

mortem examination. 

              During cross-examination, he denied defence suggestion that he did 

not state before police that accused was holding a hoe/spade in his hand when 

he intended to visit the house of accused; that the accused did not confess 

before them as well as before police that he committed murder of his father with 

the help of hoe/spade which was in his hand at that time and thereafter 

concealed the dead body in his house compound. He admitted that police did not 

read over the contents of seizure-list before him where he had put his signature.  

                 

8).       PW-2, Sri Mahendra Saikia, Government Gaonburha divulged during 

his testimony that on the relevant day he received telephone call from one boy 

who informed him that the accused had murdered his own father Hatiram 

Nagbongshi and thereafter kept concealed the dead body in his house 

compound. It is his further version that the accused did not allow any person to 
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enter into his house compound. This witness further stated that after receipt of 

information he visited the house of accused and witnessed accused working in 

his house compound with a hoe in his hand. It is also stated by this witness that 

he questioned the accused why he had committed murder of his father. To his 

query, the accused confessed before him that he [accused] had committed 

murder of his father by the hoe which was in his hand at that time and thereafter 

kept concealed the dead body in the house compound which the later showed to 

him [this witness]. He then informed police about the incident.  

                  Police arrived at the house of accused. The accused confessed 

before police that he can show the place where he had kept concealed the dead 

body of his father. Further version of this witness is to the effect that accused 

was apprehended by the villagers in his house compound. This witness also 

stated that on the next day morning Executive Magistrate held inquest over the 

dead body after the dead body was exhumed beneath the earth. Photographs 

were taken by a photographer. It is his further version that hoe was seized by 

police on being produced by you vide seizure-list [Exhibit-1] wherein this witness 

put his signature vide Exhibit-1 [2]. Thereafter, the dead body was sent for post-

mortem examination. 

                During cross-examination, this witness stated that he did not witness 

any person present at the place of occurrence before his arrival in the house of 

accused; that the accused was doing work in his house compound. He denied 

that accused did not confess before him that he [accused] had committed 

murder of his father with the help of hoe/spade which was in his hand at that 

time and thereafter kept concealed the dead body in his house compound. 

                Thus, the fact that accused confessed before this witness remained 

unshaked during cross-examination.  

 

9).          PW-3, Sri Bijit Gogoi testified during his evidence that he came to 

know from the villagers that accused had committed murder of his father. 

Accordingly, he proceeded towards the house of accused and noticed the 

accused sitting in the house compound with a hoe/spade in his hand. It is further 

version of this witness that accused did not allow him to enter into the house 

compound. Government Gaonburha and other villagers arrived at the house of 
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accused. The accused was apprehended by the villagers in his house compound. 

This witness further stated that accused was questioned by the Gaonburha and 

he [accused] confessed before them that he had murdered his father with the 

help of hoe/spade which was in his hand at that time and concealed the dead 

body in his house compound by digging the earth. Accordingly, Gaonburha 

informed police whereupon police arrived at the house of accused and thereafter 

the accused also confessed before police regarding his involvement in committing 

murder of his father. This witness also stated that on the next day morning 

Executive Magistrate held inquest over the dead body after the dead body was 

exhumed beneath the earth. Photographs were taken by a photographer. It is his 

further version that hoe was seized by police on being produced by you vide 

seizure-list [Exhibit-1] wherein this witness put his signature vide Exhibit-1 [4]. 

Thereafter, the dead body was sent for post-mortem examination. 

              During cross-examination, he confirmed that when he visited the house 

of accused, the later did not allow him to enter his house compound. At that time 

accused was holding a hoe/spade in his hand. He denied defence suggestion that 

accused did not confess before them that he had committed murder of his father 

with the help of hoe/spade which was in his hand at that time and further that 

he had kept concealed the dead body by digging earth in his house compound. 

stated that he does not know for what purpose police seized the aforesaid 

articles. 

              The fact that accused confessed before this witness also remained 

unshaked during cross-examination. 

 

10).          The evidence of Sri Tonkeswar Kurmi [PW-4] is to the effect that 

on the date of incident he was present at his work place. When he returned back 

home at around 2.00 P.M., he noticed huge gathering at the house of accused 

and when he enquired about the matter he came to know that the accused had 

murdered his father Hatiram Nagbongshi. This witness further contends that 

accused was present in his house compound. This witness further stated that 

dead body of accused’s father was put beneath the earth. Accordingly, 

Gaonburha was informed who arrived at the house of accused and before him 
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and in presence of village people the accused confessed that he had committed 

murder of his father with the help of hoe. 

                  This witness during cross-examination stated that there were many 

people in the house of accused when the later confessed his guilt.  

 

11).           PW-5, Dr. Swaraj Phukan performed the autopsy over the dead 

body of Hatiram Nagbongshi on 17/03/2017 at Jorhat Medical College & 

Hospital. On examination over the body of Hatiram Nagbongshi, he found the 

following: 

                One male dead body of average built, dark brown complexion wearing 

a half shirt and half pant, all mud-stained. Body is cold externally as well as 

internally. Rigor-mortis fully developed. Eyes & mouth partially open. Penis, 

scrotum and anus are healthy. 

WOUNDS, POSITION, SIZE & CHARACTER: 

[a] Laceration of size 2 cm x 1 cm is present over the right ear over the pinna. 

[b] Laceration of size 3 cm x 1 cm is present over the occipital region of scalp on 

right side, 6 cm medial to the right mastoid process x soft tissue. Depth & 

contusion of right tempero-parieto occipital region of scalp. Ante-mortem blood 

clots adherent to the wound margin which resist washing under tap water. 

MARKS OF LIGATURE ON NECK DISSECTION ETC. 

          No ligature mark is detected around the neck. On dissection, the neck 

tissues are found healthy.  

SCALP, SKULL & VERTEBRAE – Scalp & skull as described. Vertebrae healthy. 

MEMBRANE – Margins congested. Subdural haemorrhage present over both 

sides of brain. 

BRAIN & SPINAL CORD – Brain congested. Spinal cord not examined. 

LIVER, SPLEEN, KIDNEYS AND BLADDER – All are healthy. 

WALLS, RIBS & CARTILAGE – All are healthy.  

ORGANS OF GENERATION, EXTEMA & INTERNAL – External-as described. 

Internal-healthy. 

WALLS, PERITONEUM, MOUTH, PHARYNX & OESOPHAGUS – All are 

healthy. 
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STOMACH & ITS CONTENTS – Healthy, Contain semi-digested food particles 

without any specific smell. 

SMALL INTESTINE & ITS CONTENTS – Healthy, contains glue like materials. 

LARGE INTESTINE & ITS CONTENTS – Healthy, contains gaseous and foecal 

matters. 

PLEURAE – Healthy. 

RIGHT & LEFT LUNG – Both are healthy. 

HEART – Healthy and contains liquid blood. 

                 The doctor opined that the cause of death was due to coma as a 

result of injuries sustained by the deceased on the head. All the injuries were 

ante-mortem and homicidal in nature and caused by blunt force impact. He 

further stated that approximate time since death was approximately 12 to 24 

hours. He exhibited the post-mortem report of Hatiram Nagbongshi as Exhibit-4 

and his signature Exhibit-4 [1]. 

                During cross-examination, he stated that injuries caused to the victim 

may be caused if the victim falls on pucca substance with elevatetd portion and 

the injured died after going into coma. 

 

12).           Smt. Rameswari Nagbongshi [PW-6], who is the mother of 

accused, is important witness of the case who has witnessed the incident with 

her own eyes but during evidence she turned hostile. This witness divulged 

during her testimony that on the date of incident she was present in her 

residence as she was ill at that time. The accused who is her son alongwith his 

father Hatiram Nagbongshi were constructing a new house in the house 

compound of accused and both of them were cutting land. She heard shout 

coming out of accused’s house. She then fled away from her house.  

                This witness was declared hostile by the prosecution and during 

cross-examination by the prosecution she admitted that “she stated before 

police that on the date of incident she was sleeping in her house; she 

heard shout coming out of the house; thereafter she came out of her 

house and witnessed accused assaulting his father with the help of 

hoe/spade on his head, for which, his father sustained injury over his 

head and succumbed to his death”. 
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                  During cross-examination, she stated that her deceased husband 

used to frequently assault her prior to the date of incident.  

 

13).           Sri Birendra Bordoloi [PW-7] is the I.O. of the case. He deposed 

about the routine steps taken by him after ejahar was lodged by the informant 

which was sent to Titabar P.S. for registration of a case under proper section o 

flaw. It is his further version that he drew Sketch Map of the site of occurrence 

with index vide Exhibit-2 wherein Exhibit-2 [1] is his signature. He also exhibited 

the hoe/spade in the court as Material Exhibit-1 which was seized vide seizure-list 

[Exhibit-1] wherein Exhibit-1 [5] is his relevant signature. The I.O. confirmed 

that he found the dead body of deceased in the house of accused who kept it 

underneath the soil.  

                  The I.O. confirmed that witness Smt. Rameswari Nagbongshi 

[PW-6] during her statement under Section 161 Cr.P.C. stated before him that 

“on the date of incident she was sleeping in her house; she heard shout 

coming out of the house; thereafter she came out of her house and 

witnessed accused assaulting his father with the help of hoe/spade on 

his head, for which, his father sustained injury over his head and 

succumbed to his death”  

                   During cross-examination, the I.O. stated that he did not notice any 

blood stain on the seized article. He admitted that he did not send the accused 

for recording his confessional statement. The I.O. confirmed that witness Sri 

Dubaru Nagbongshi [PW-1] did not state before him that he saw accused having 

hoe/spade in his hand.  

 

14).          The evidence of Miss Anita Nagbongshi [PW-8] who is the own 

younger sister of accused is to the effect that on the date of incident she was 

present at her work place and returned back home at about 12.00 P.M. 

afternoon. She noticed accused working in his house compound. The accused 

told her that he had killed his father and concealed him beneath the earth. She 

then informed the matter to her Pehi [aunty]. It is further version of this witness 

that her Pehi did not arrive at her residence and then she started crying. Out of 
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fear, she did not enter inside the house. It is her further version that the accused 

disclosed before her that he had concealed his father outside the house. 

                       Defence declined to cross-examine this witness and hence 

evidence of this witness remained unshaked. 

 

15).              Sri Jiten Nagbongshi [PW-9] is the informant and brother of 

accused deposed alike as that of his younger sister Miss Anita Nagbongshi [PW-

8]. This witness further stated that police seized the hoe vide seizure-list [Exhibit-

1] wherein he put his signature as Exhibit-1 [6]. He then lodged ejahar before 

police regarding the incident which he exhibited during trial as Exhibit-3 and his 

signature thereon as Exhibit-3 [1].   

                        During cross-examination, this witness stated that he did not 

witness the accused killing his father.  

 

16).                On careful scrutiny of the above evidence on record it is seen that 

the whole prosecution case rests on the testimonies of witness namely Sri 

Mahendra Saikia [PW-2], Sri Bijit Gogoi [PW-3], Smt. Rameswari Nagbongshi 

[PW-6], Miss Anita Nagbongshi [PW-8] and Sri Jiten Nagbongshi [PW-9] before 

whom the accused confessed his guilt as well as circumstantial evidence.  

 

17).          In a case based on circumstantial evidence, settled law is that the 

circumstances from which the conclusion of guilt is drawn should be fully proved 

and such circumstances must be conclusive in nature. Moreover, all the 

circumstances should be complete, forming a chain and there should be no gap 

left in the chain of evidence. Further, the proved circumstances must be 

consistent only with the hypothesis of the guilt of the accused and totally 

inconsistent with his innocence. 

 

18).            In the case of Nizam & another-versus-State of Rajasthan, 

[2016] 1 SCC 550, the Hon’ble Apex Court in Para Nos. 9 to 10 has held as 

follows: 

“9.  The principle of circumstantial evidence has been reiterated by this 

court in a plethora of cases. In Bodhraj –versus- State of Jammu & 
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Kashmir, wherein this Court quoted a number of judgments and held as 

under: [SCC pp.55-56, paras 10-11] 

“10. It has been consistently laid down by this Court that where a case 

rests squarely on circumstantial evidence, the inference of guilt can be 

justified only when all the incriminating facts and circumstances are 

found to be incompatible with the innocence of the accused or the guilt 

of any other person. [See Hukan Singh-versus-State of Rajasthan, 

(1977) 2 SCC 90, Eradu –versus-State of Hyderabad, AIR 1956 SC 316, 

Earabhadrappa –versus-State of Karnataka, (1983) 2 SCC 330, State of 

U.P. –versus- Sukhbasi, 1985 SCC (Cri) 387, Balwinder Singh –versus- 

State of Punjab, 1987 SCC (Cri) 27 and Ashok Kumar Chatterjee –

versus- State of M.P., 1989 SCC (cri) 566]. The circumstances from 

which an inference as to the guilt of the accused is drawn have to be 

proved beyond reasonable doubt and have to be shown to be closely 

connected with the principal fact sought to be inferred from those 

circumstances. In Bhagat Ram –versus- State of Punjab, AIR 1954 SC 

621, it was laid down that where the case depends upon the conclusion 

drawn from circumstances the cumulative effect of the circumstances 

must be such as to negative the innocence of the accused and bring 

home the offences beyond any reasonable doubt. 

          11. We may also make a reference to a decision of this Court in C. 

Chenga Reddy –versus- State of A.P., (1996) 10 SCC 193, wherein it 

has been observed thus: (SCC pp. 206-207, para 21) 

          ’21. In a case based on circumstantial evidence, the settled law is 

that the circumstances from which the conclusion of guilt is drawn 

should be fully proved and such circumstances must be conclusive in 

nature. Moreover, all the circumstances should be complete and there 

should be no gap left in the chain of evidence. Further, the proved 

circumstances must be consistent only with the hypothesis of the guilt 

of the accused and totally inconsistent with his innocence.’ ” 

 

19).               In Trimukh Maroti Kirkan –versus- State of Maharashtra, 

(2006) 10 SCC 681, this Court held as under (SCC p. 689, para 12) 
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      “12. In the case in hand there is no eyewitness of the occurrence 

and the case of the prosecution rests on circumstantial evidence. The 

normal principle in a case based on circumstantial evidence is that the 

circumstances from which an inference of guilt is sought to be drawn 

must be cogently and firmly established; that those circumstances 

should be of a definite tendency unerringly pointing towards the guilt 

of the accused; that the circumstances taken cumulatively should form 

a chain so complete that there is no escape from the conclusion that 

within all human probability the crime was committed by the accused 

and they should be incapable of explanation on any hypothesis other 

than that of the guilt of the accused and inconsistent with their 

innocence.” 

            The same principles were reiterated in Sunil Clifford Daniel –

versus- State of Punjab, (2012) 11 SCC 205, Sampath Kumar –versus- 

Inspector of Police, (2012) 4 SCC 124 and Mohd. Arif –versus- State 

(NCT of Delhi), (2011) 13 SCC 621 and a number of other decisions. 

 

20).        Let us now discuss the important circumstantial evidence which 

appears in the evidence on record against accused Dipen Nagbongshi, showing 

his involvement in the murder of deceased. 

i. The accused was filling earth in his house compound alongwith 

his deceased father at the time of incident; 

ii. Sri Mahendra Saikia [PW-2], Government Gaonburha, after 

coming to know about the incident visited the house premise of 

accused where he questioned the accused about the incident, to 

which, accused confessed before him that he had committed 

murder of his father with the help of hoe/spade which was in his 

hand at that time and thereafter kept concealed the dead body in 

the house compound; 

iii. The version of this witness is supported by the testimonies of Sri 

Bijit Gogoi [PW-3], Sri Tonkeswar Kurmi [PW-4], Smt. 

Rameswari Nagbongshi [PW-6], mother of accused, Miss Anita 
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Nagbongshi [PW-8], younger sister of accused and Sri Jiten 

Nagbongshi [PW-9], brother of accused;  

iv. Smt. Rameswari Nagbongshi [PW-6], the mother of accused, 

who turned hostile, admitted during cross-examination by 

prosecution admitted to have stated before police that at the 

time of incident she was sleeping in her house; that he heard 

shout coming out of the house; that thereafter she came out of 

her house and witnessed the accused assaulting her husband 

Hatiram Nagbongshi with a spade on his head, for which, her 

husband sustained injury on his head and ultimately succumbed 

to his injuries; 

v. Sri Bijit Gogoi [PW-3] who is the neighbour of accused Dipen 

Nagbongshi stated that he was present when police arrived at 

the house of accused and when the earth was dugged the dead 

body of Hatiram Nagbongshi was found beneath the earth and 

the place of occurrence is situated in the house compound of 

accused. He further stated that photographer took photos of the 

deceased;  

vi. As per evidence of PW-6 [Smt. Rameswari Nagbongshi] the 

deceased was last seen with the accused before his body was 

dug out from the ground at the house compound of accused. 

There is no possibility of any third person committing the murder 

of accused. 

vii. The accused admitted in his statement under Section 313 Cr.P.C. 

that he told his younger sister Miss Anita Nagbongshi [PW-8], on 

the relevant day, that he murdered his father and kept concealed 

the dead body beneath the earth in his own house compound; 

viii. The accused did not allow initially to enter his house after the 

incident till Village Gaonburha [PW-2] reached his house; 

ix. Police with the help of villagers dug out the dead body of 

deceased from the house compound of accused; 

x. Accused could not give any plausible explanation regarding 

death of his father and concealing the dead body beneath the 
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earth rather he admitted in his statement under Section 313 

Cr.P.C. that he told his sister [PW-8] that he kept concealed the 

dead body of his father after killing him.  

 

21).        Apart from the above circumstances said above, the Medical Officer, 

Dr. Swaraj Phukan [PW-5] who conducted post-mortem examination over the 

dead body of Hatiram Nagbongshi found injuries on his person as follows: 

[a] Laceration of size 2 cm x 1 cm is present over the right ear over the 

pinna. 

[b] Laceration of size 3 cm x 1 cm is present over the occipital region of 

scalp on right side, 6 cm medial to the right mastoid process x soft 

tissue. Depth & contusion of right tempero-parieto occipital region of 

scalp. Ante-mortem blood clots adherent to the wound margin which 

resist washing under tap water. 

                The doctor opined that the cause of death was due to coma as a 

result of injuries sustained by the deceased on the head. All the injuries were 

ante-mortem and homicidal in nature and caused by blunt force impact. He 

further stated that approximate time since death was approximately 12 to 24 

hours. 

 

22).          From the said medical evidence, which remained uncontroverted, on 

material point, it is clearly found that the deceased died due to the injuries 

sustained by him over his person which was a homicidal one and caused by blunt 

force impact. 

 

23).             From other material point, when this court recorded statement of 

accused Dipen Nagbongshi under Section 313 of Cr.P.C., all the mitigating 

circumstances were put to him and the accused admitted his guilt in committing 

murder of accused. 

 

24).          Thus, all these above proved circumstances have a definite tendency 

pointing towards the guilt of the accused and in their totality unerringly lead to 

the conclusion that within all human probability the offence of murder was 
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committed by the accused Sri Dipen Nagbongshi and none else and the 

circumstances discussed hereinbefore are not at all compatible with the 

innocence of the accused. Accused is also found guilty for causing disappearance 

of the evidence in the said offence by putting the dead body beneath the earth 

at his house compound.  

                 In view of the above proved circumstances it is proved beyond 

reasonable doubt that accused is guilty of offence under Section 302/201 of 

IPC and accordingly he is convicted.  

 

25).           In the result, accused Dipen Nagbongshi is convicted under 

Sections 302/201 of IPC. 

 

26).           Heard convict Dipen Nagbongshi on the point of sentence. He 

pleads for mercy on the ground that he is to look after his old ailing stepmother 

and his own younger sister who is unmarried.  

                     Also heard Sri Jubon Mohan Das, learned Public Prosecutor, Jorhat 

and Sri Anirban Saikia, learned State Defence Counsel on the point of sentence. 

                     The offence committed by accused Dipen Nagbongshi is a 

gruesome one and revolts the human conscience and he deserves to get condign 

punishment for the same as per provisions of law. As the offence committed by 

the accused does not fall within the category of rarest of rare cases, the 

sentence of imprisonment for life and with fine will serve the ends of justice.  

 

27).             Accordingly, convict-accused Dipen Nagbongshi is sentenced 

to undergo RIGOROUS IMPRISONMENT for LIFE with fine of Rs. 20,000/- 

[Rupees Twenty Thousand], in-default of payment of fine, to undergo 

RIGOROUS IMPRISONMENT for 6 [six] months under Section 302 of IPC. 

                    Furthermore, convict-accused Dipen Nagbongshi is sentenced 

to undergo RIGOROUS IMPRISONMENT for 3 [three] years with fine of Rs. 

5,000/- [Rupees Five Thousand], in-default of payment of fine, to undergo 

RIGOROUS IMPRISONMENT for 1 [one] month under Section 201 of IPC. 

                   Both the sentences shall run concurrently. 
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                   The period of detention already undergone by the accused is to be 

set off from the sentence of imprisonment awarded to the accused under Section 

428 Cr.P.C. 

                    Destroy the seized article in due course of law. 

                    Send a copy of this judgment to Prosecuting Inspector, Jorhat, for 

doing needful in this regard, in due course. 

 

28).              Furnish a free copy of judgment to the accused immediately. 

                    Send a copy of this judgment to the District Magistrate, Jorhat, 

under Section 365 Cr.P.C.   

                   Given under my hand and seal of this Court on this 03rd day of 

May 2018.  

 

Sessions Judge, Jorhat 
 

 

        

                 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Continued to Page No:-17 
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ANNEXURES:- 

PROSECUTION WITNESSES:- 

PW-1 Sri Dubaru Nagbongshi, tea garden labour. 

PW-2 Sri Mahendra Saikia, Government Gaonburha. 

PW-3 Sri Bijit Gogoi, cultivator. 

PW-4 Sri Tonkeswar Kurmi, daily wage earner. 

PW-5 Dr. Swaraj Phukan who conducted autopsy over the 

body of Hatiram Nagbongshi. 

PW-6 Smt. Rameswari Nagbongshi, mother of accused-

cum-eyewitness. 

PW-7 Sri Birendra Bordoloi, I.O. of the case. 

PW-8 Miss Anita Nagbongshi, younger sister of accused. 

PW-9 Sri Jiten Nagbongshi, brother of accused-cum-

informant of the case.  

 

COURT WITNESS:-      NIL 

EXHIBITS FOR THE PROSECUTION:- 

 

Exhibit-1 Seizure-list  

Exhibit-2 Sketch Map of the place of occurrence with index 

Exhibit-3 Ejahar 

Exhibit-4 Post-mortem report  

Exhibit-5 Charge-sheet 

 
 
MATERIAL EXHIBITS FOR THE PROSECUTION:-  
 
One hoe/spade. 
 
DEFENCE WITNESSES:-         NONE 
 
 

Sessions Judge, Jorhat. 
 
Typed & transcribed by: 

 

   Sri Mrinal Jyoti Bora, 

(Stenographer Grade-I) 
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